GODWORKS UNDERGROUND VISION STATEMENT –

Focused prayer for one select Entertainment Industry individual/situation at a time. At
least we aim for one.
GODWORKS UNDERGROUND COMMITMENT –
GWU keeps extremely conscientious when it comes to keeping our emails timely (apx.one a
month) and our prayer list down to one or two individuals at a time. However, we’re often in
need of your prayer assistance for several situations at once. Many of which are urgent prayer
needs... We will include a few Praise Reports as well. All of which are extremely confidential.
GODWORKS UNDERGROUND – A bit of history:
Clay Banks Productions & Studio International trains up and empowers actors for work in the
entertainment industry. Although our team is conducted mostly of Christian believers, our
student body is quite mixed. Yes, we’re a bit of a stealth church of sorts, but be it known, CBSI
is definitely a film & television acting studio. Because CBSI is a team of born-again-believers
working very close and relational to the secular world of Hollywood, we’re often under quite a bit
of the oppositional weight that comes along with taking enemy ground… especially when it’s
right in the enemy’s back yard!
WHERE YOU COME IN GWU is a stealth ministry inner twined with CBSI. While teaching acting in the studio, we've got
a powerful Spiritual Boiler Room in our proverbial basement… helping us to keep order and
create miracles. This is made possible by an impassioned group of worldwide intercessors
praying for all that we're doing in the lives of the entertainment community. We do this for Christ
by placing focus on just one (or a small few) area(s) that God places our eyes on at that specific
time. Once we know who’s on our spiritual hit list – we inform our intercessors and pray it all up!
WHAT HAPPENS As a result of all of you out there that have been keeping us on your hearts and in your prayers,
we are seeing change and transformation happening in the lives of so many people. Hearts
have been ministered to, relationships and marriages have been restored, lives have been
changed and folks have been getting saved!
And, as extremely cool as all of this is, we know that we can have an even greater impact on the
entertainment industry as a whole. This is why we keep on praying! It’s Hearts for Hollywood!
NOW:
So, we will continue to covet your prayers for PROTECTION, as it can get pretty fierce out here
at times. We're taking ground for Christ... right in the enemy's playground. And as most of you
know very well, when that happens, the Romer can get himself all up in a tizz.

CONCLUDING:
When you covertly hit the ground with a team of Christians, praying to bring His presence into
the entertainment industry... it does come at a price. But that price is in no comparison to the
price He paid for us! With your spiritual support, I truly believe we’re able to do more and take
less hits then we would if you weren’t there. So we thank you very much!
THE FOLLOWING IS A WORD FROM TWO OF OUR IN-STUDIO MISSIONARY'S:
“Again, we want to thank you all (GWU) for all your support and prayers and to let you know we
could not be doing what we are doing without you! Your prayers makes all the difference in the
world in the battles we face daily. We feel them and see
the effect of them constantly!
God moves so much that the studio, doors constantly
open for us to minister and speak into many students’
lives. So in the midst of what has been a very busy and
fruitful season, we want to keep you updated and in the
loop so that you can continue to pray specifically for the
ones God is Highlighting to us. To achieve this our goal is
to get the GODWORKS UNDERGROUND
INFORMER out to you every three weeks or so, so that
you have up to date, current intel on all God is doing and
who He is touching so that we can truly partner together,
in the Spirit and on the ground "in the flesh" to see
breakthrough in these precious lives that are being called into this industry.
We are excited about our partnership with GWU and believe that together we are going to make
a huge difference in the lives of many. We want to see his kingdom break forth in this Hollywood
entertainment industry! So intercessors… continue to look for the GODWORKS
UNDERGROUND EMAIL. It's truly saving lives!
We Just Can't Thank You Enough!”
SIGNING OFF Well, that’s about it for now! But please, keep in mind that you’re a part of a very special covert
ministry of around 30 Intercessors (and growing) World Wide who require no recognition outside
of knowing -- Jesus knows.
in.ter.ces.sion verb the action of saying a prayer on behalf of another person
in.ter.ces.sor noun the person interceding for another -- YOU!
"For our battle is not against flesh & blood, but against the rulers, against the powers of
this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms.” Eph 6:12

THIS POST IS EXTREMELY CONFIDENTIAL
PLEASE USE HIGH DISCERNMENT WITH YOUR GOOD INTENTIONS. GWU IS ONLY AS
EFFECTIVE AS OUR ANONYMITY.’

